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Student sculpture vandalized

HEADLINES
Taylor
cheerleaders
hope to level up

Cow stolen
from art show
Sam Jones
Staff Writer

Student-led team strives
for new goals Page 7

Last weekend, a sculpture, made
by junior Evangeline Bouw, was
both stolen and vandalized.
Milky White, a painted foam
sculpture of a cow — originally
made for Taylor’s theater production “Into the Woods” last
fall — went missing sometime
last weekend, and was later
returned.
According to Professor of
Art Jonathan Bouw, the sculpture took a total of 100 hours to
complete, and held sentimental value to both the theater and
art departments.
Last week, the sculpture was
brought out to the Tyndale Galleria in Metcalf to display for the
Heritage Weekend art show. It
is likely that Milky’s thieves acted sometime between 8 p.m. on
Friday and 2 p.m. on Saturday.
After being stolen, there is no
clear consensus on where the
cow went: some say it was transported to the LaRita Boren Student Center; others, including
Bouw, say that it was moved to
the Hodson Dining Commons.
Milky was returned to its
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Milky White was found decapitated after being stolen from the Heritage Weekend art show.

original location, with its head
removed and laid beneath the
body of the sculpture.
Having served as a prop in a
recent theater production, this
isn’t the first injury Milky White
has sustained.
Milky’s theatrical purpose
was to die and then be resurrected in “Into the Woods.” In
one show, Milky fell over and

died — as planned— but, to
the misfortune and panic of
the cast, Milky’s neck snapped.
The cast acted quickly, screwing
Milky’s head back on as fast as
possible, so as to continue on
with the show, but this damage
likely weakened Milky’s neck
region.
It is possible, though not
confirmed, that the recent

Two choirs dismissed

Trojans reach third
Nationals Page 10

vandalizing of Milky White was
a mishap by the cow thieves,
and intent of decapitation was
neither anticipated nor desired.
In the hours following the
discovery of Milky’s poor state,
students from Taylor showed
their appreciation of the sculpture through heart-felt notes,
flowers and even a “Justice for
SCULPTURE continues on Page 2
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Students left encouraging
notes around the broken sculpture.
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Hand bells and
womans’ choirs cut
Kipp Miller
Staff Writer

Ringers, Taylor’s hand bell choir,
and Adoration Chorus, Taylor’s
all-women choir, are planned to
be replaced by a new ensemble
next year.
Eva Kwan, assistant professor
of music and director of Taylor
Ringers, made the announcement to the bell choir on Tuesday, April 2, that their ensemble
will be cut next semester. The
students were surprised by
this announcement.
“They pulled the rug out from
under us in some ways,” freshman Mandi Hall said.
The confused Ringers decided to find out what was going
on. Sophomore Drew Anderson

approached Professor of Music
Christopher Bade to ask about
the change. Bade told Anderson
the music department was looking to add more diversity to Taylor’s music program.
The department is removing these groups to make room
in the curriculum for a world
choir, which will feature a wind
ensemble and vocals performing
various traditional music from
different cultures. The world
choir will meet on Tuesdays and
Thursdays during the 5:00 p.m.
time slot during which Ringers
currently practice.
Kwan declined to comment on
the curriculum change.
Hall feels it would make sense
to replace an all-girls choir with
something more diverse. She
wonders why the department
would choose to cut Ringers.
“We add diversity, right?”

Hall said. “Hand bells is its
own instrument.”
The bell choir consists of 13
students. After rehearsals on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, the
group gets dinner together at
the LaRita Boren Student Center. The conversation at these
meals has focused on a petition to save the bells since
the announcement.
Senior Ellen Adle has been a
large advocate of keeping Ringers. The students’ first goal is to
save the bells, which the music department plans to sell.
If they can keep the bells, the
Ringers would like to become
student-led next year, as Gospel
Choir is.
Junior Amanda Fleischmann,
the student officer for Taylor
Ringers, was told of the change
earlier than the other students.
CHOIRS continues on Page 2

Taylor celebrates
athletic inclusion
Game day promotes
competition
Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief

Unity promotes social inclusion.
On Friday, May 10, from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Taylor University
will be hosting a day of athletics for students with all abilities. This happens by bringing
together young people with and
without disabilities to compete
in track and field events. The
event was created by the Special Olympics and is called Unified Game Day.
According to Executive director of Grant County Special
Education Cooperative Lisa
Graham, Unified Sports was
created by the Special Olympics

and is designed to promote
physical activity and health.
“Special Olympics schools
programming is creating a Unified Generation who are leading the charge to re-imagine and
create communities in which all
people are included and accepted,” Graham said.
Students range from kindergarten to eighth grade and are
placed in heats based on their
grade and ability, so they are
against other athletes with comparable skills, making the heats
highly competitive.
The Special Education Cooperative putting this event on
is made up of five districts in
Grant County. Holding the event
at Taylor was beneficial because
the location did not provide a
ATHLETIC continues on Page 2
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Alumnus hired to connect students, alumni
Yordy leads new
fundraising mission
Justin Chapman
Staff Writer

Graduation season is upon Taylor, and as seniors move on and
prepare to embark on their
new lives outside the university, Taylor hopes to increase
the number of alumni involved.
Not only this, but Taylor wants
to see more financial support
from alumni.
The man taking on a big role
in this campaign is Brad Yordy,
the new Executive Director of
Alumni Relations and Parent
Relations. Vice President for
University Advancement Rex
Bennett said Yordy possesses
excellent administrative understanding and skills.
“He’s a very articulate guy,
loves Taylor and he isn’t afraid of
a challenge,” Bennett said. “He’s
going to take on the role of making our alumni programs and
our parent programs more involved, more robust than they’ve
ever been in order to accommodate our efforts and facilitate
our efforts in the campaign.”
Taylor is in the process of organizing a major fundraising
campaign. For the university to
receive enough money to move
towards future goals, it is going
to be at least two to three times
bigger than past campaigns,
Bennett said.
Yordy, a 2005 Taylor alumnus,
grew up in Upland. As a child,
he spent the night at professors’ houses, had professors as
little league coaches and is overall familiar with the surrounding community.
Before Yordy accepted this position, he worked in university

Brad Yordy has been hired at the new executive director of alumni relations and parent relations.

advancement at Taylor for four
years and then worked as the
athletic director at Eastbrook
High School.
With three kids — ages nine,
eight and six — holding this job
gives him the opportunity to be
around more in the evening with
his family as opposed to the athletic director position.
“My wife has been working in
MAHE, she finished her doctoral

program while teaching in MAHE
as well,” Yordy said. “With her
teaching load, then with my job
out at the school, (we) thought,
you know that this might be a
great fit for both sides.”
Specifically, Yordy will help
plan events off and on campus. There will be more alumni meetings around the country
and a more robust alumni travel
program with the plan to have

stem from a belief that open and
safe discussion will allow for listening and learning to occur for
all those involved.
The main goals for the group
are to provide a safe environment for all the visitors to their
sessions, and they hope that the
discussions that begin in that environment lead to ultimate reconciliation among the disparate
viewpoints brought to the table.
Junior Alison Bell currently
heads the group as its president,
and she believes that the group
aims to foster multiple perspectives amongst its constituents.
“It’s a place for open discussion of different ideas,” Bell
said. “We’re not trying to push
an agenda.”
Bell notes that part of why she
believes Choros is necessary is a
lack of space to tackle these topics in Taylor’s community. To her,
campus events like Sexuality and
the Body do well to foster conversation, but she wants Choros to
become a dedicated, year-round
space where questioning people can come with their worries
and concerns.
She sees it as an important addition to other campus conversations, and she believes that
she sees members come to the
discussion with greater understanding and a heightened desire

to understand what the other
is saying.
Bell hopes that she can increase knowledge of the group
on campus so that new students
come to their meetings, and she
hopes to increase working with
campus organizations such
as CoPro.
“My goal is to help people in
the Taylor community better love
and serve each other,” Bell said.
Sophomore Emily Pawlowski
has attended the meetings since
last semester, and she too views
it as a safe place to discuss important issues. She has made
an effort to actively participate
in the group and contribute to
their conversations.
She believes that the group
does its best to put forth unbiased information on the topics
the group discusses before fully opening conversation, and
they foster an atmosphere that
allows for a number of opinions
to be heard.
“I see Choros as a place where
people can have the discussions
they're too afraid to start anywhere else,” Pawlowski said.
Choros attempts to meet
semi-regularly, and their sessions
are preceded by posters around
campus. They can also be contacted at choros.tu@gmail.com.
echo@taylor.edu

Taylor alumni travel together
and reconnect, Bennett said.
Taylor wants their alumni
to remember the community
they had as students and a trip
last summer already occurred
with that goal in mind. Around
35 Taylor alumni with friends
went to Israel for 10 days, Bennett said.
“We’ve got alumni outside
the institution that have a

wealth of resources, abilities,
gifts, information that would
be a tremendous resource for
the students,” Yordy said. “So,
part of the position is connecting those dots, but (also) trying to keep all the alumni as
engaged as they can.”
While Yordy is excited about
what his future holds at Taylor,
there are some aspects of the job
he will need to get used to.
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However, the staff in place will
help him get accommodated to
his new position, Yordy said.
“I’m stepping into a little bit
of the unknown,” Yordy said.
“There are a lot of pieces of it
that are very familiar, very natural. But, then there’s definitely going to be components to it
that are new. So, with any job,
there’s a learning curve with it.”
echo@taylor.edu

Campus group prompts discussion on sexuality
Choros seeks
to understand
Jed Barber

Opinions Editor
A group of students asks
tough questions.
The discussion group, Choros,
formed in 2012 to probe often taboo topics such as gender, sexual orientation and how
Christians should interact with
these cultural issues. A group
of students in conjunction with
Taylor Student Organization
and Kevin Diller, associate professor of philosophy and religion and the faculty liaison for
the group, brought the organization into existence.
“The intent of the group is not
to champion a particular agenda, perspective, or policy, but
rather to extend the university’s
commitment to whole-person
formation within a nurturing
Christian community to issues
of sexuality,” the Choros guidelines said. “With humility, gentleness, and patience, our hope
is to serve the strengthening of
faith in Christ and the fellowship of believers, by means of the
unity of the Spirit in the bond of
peace. (Ephesians 4:2-3)”
The guidelines also outline the
core values of the group, which
ATHLETIC continued from
“home field” advantage.
Erin Luthy, Taylor head volleyball coach, was contacted
to partner with the cooperative
for this event. Combined with
her love for children, Luthy was
also a public school employee
and has athletic passion and
experience.
Graham encourages students
to be a part of this event by volunteering. There is a sign up at
Luthy’s office and students are
able to volunteer for as many
hours as they are able.

“For one day, everyone is on
the same team,” Graham said.
“Disability or not, all athletes
from the same school are working together to achieve a team
score while competing against
other schools within the county.”
The goal for this event is not
winning or losing, but social inclusion. This happens through
intentionally planned and implemented activities that affect
system-wide change, according
to the Special Olympics website.
Inclusive athletics are a great
way to promote this initiative.
echo@taylor.edu

CHOIRS continued from
On Friday, March 29, while the
bell choir was on an outing,
Kwan pulled Fleischmann aside
to tell her about the change.
Kwan waited to tell the rest of
the ensemble until after the tour
to not damper the weekend.
While she understands the
music department’s desire to go
in a new direction, Fleischmann
feels torn about the change.
She thought back to her home
church, where she originally
played handbells, that has since
removed their bell choir. She

Photograph by Jazmin Tuscani

Junior Alison Bell is president of Choros, a discussion group of Christianity and sexuality.

also thinks about other schools
and churches that have cut hand
bells from their programs.
Fleischmann was saddened
to hear that Ringers would be
cut. She thinks the bell choir is
a great group of students with a
good opportunity to make music together. She believes that
removing the ensemble will be a
missed opportunity.
“We just love the bells and love
the community it provides,” Fleischmann said. “It’s such a small,
close-knit group and we’re each
necessary for each part we play.”
echo@taylor.edu

SCULPTURE continued from the crude decapitation of Milky,
more so than the fact that Milky
Milky” campaign, started by was removed from its position
Penthouse.
in Metcalf.
“Evangeline, both you and
“I’m sorry someone destroyed
Milky deserve better,” one note your art,” another note said. “I
said.
can see the hard work you put
Milky’s situation has also be- into it. It’s very beautiful.”
come well known through InIt has recently been constagram, where individuals firmed that one of the culprits of
showed both their respect for Milky’s mistreatment did come
the art department and con- forward and issued a private
demned the actions of the cow apology to both Bouw and the
vandals.
art department, although full
Disappointment from stu- details on the circumstance as
dents and the art department a whole are still unknown.
seemed to stem primarily from
echo@taylor.edu
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Need any weekend plans? Upcoming local events.
5/3 – 8 p.m.

5/3 –10 p.m.

Finding Nemo

The Incredibles

5/4
8 p.m. –10 p.m.
Masquerade Dance

Bond Plaza
Taylor University

Bond Plaza
Taylor University

Zurcher Commons
Taylor University

5/4
10 a.m. –2 p.m.
ReNewed
Boutique and
Thrift Opening
702 S. Adams St.
Marion, Indiana

CAR, TRUCK & SUV
TIRES AND
SERVICES

Communication Department Senior Showcase will be held on Monday at
6 –8 p.m. in Rupp Communication Atrium. This event will display the work of
communication seniors and is followed by an award ceremony.

148 SOUTH MAIN ST.,
UPLAND, IN 46989

Film Department Senior Showcase will be held on Monday at 6–8 p.m. outside of Cornwall Auditorium. This event will display the film reels and other film
projects created by the seniors. This will be followed an awards ceremony.
The following Saturday at 7 p.m. in Rediger Chapel Auditorium, the narrative filmmaking class will premiere three short films, which were created by three groups
of senior film majors.

(765) 998 - 0871
WWW.UPLANDTIRE.COM
Want to work for The Echo? Email
echo@taylor.edu for more details.

pursue Your Goals.
Reach Your World.
LEARN HOW A CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE PROGRAM
WILL PREPARE YOU FOR GOSPEL IMPACT AND CAREER SUCCESS.
Master of Divinity (M.Div.) – residential
Master of Business Administration
(M.B.A.) online
 Business Analytics
 Cybersecurity Management
 Healthcare Administration
 Innovation and Entrepreneurship*
 Operations Management

cedarville.edu/graduate

Master of Ministry (M.Min.)
– residential or

online

Master of Science in Nursing
(M.S.N.) online
 Family Nurse Practitioner
 Global Public Health Nursing
 Nurse Educator

Doctor of Pharmacy – residential
*Pending approval by the Higher Learning Commission
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Life from Breu

Uncovering Taylor’s
newest dorm
Kamryn Koble

Life & Times Co-Editor

Being the newest dorm at
Taylor University, Breuninger
Hall's only stereotype is that
it does not have a stereotype
at all.
Countless Echo articles have
documented the building of
this dorm and its future culture. Perhaps Breu's beauty lies
in the ambiguity and diversity
of its 150 residents.
In 2013, Breu was built attached to Gerig Hall. Breu has
been called “the tumor;” although, the two dorms function separately and converge
in the laundry room — particularly during AirBand season.
Breu is co-ed, boasts of
air-conditioning and even
features built-in closets and
newer furniture. Its amenities
often draw incoming freshmen
to Breu, even though they stick
around for much more than big
windows and a shiny kitchen.
Junior Karolina Kahle spent
her last three years in Breu and
is currently Third Breu’s PA. She
trusted the Lord to place her
where she belonged on campus, and found a home there.
“Each floor has its own personality,” Kahle said. “Third
specifically is pretty quiet and
introverted, and very individualistic. We sometimes have our
doors open, but we enjoy time
to ourselves as well.”
Kahle strove to keep from
pressuring students to be involved in every floor event.
Breu may not offer as many
frequent activities as the more

social dorms on campus; although, that can be a haven to
students who seek a different
Taylor experience.
Kahle’s favorite Third Breu
tradition is passing along the
“hand” of the dorm's namesake, Ruth Anne Breuninger.
This bloody (plastic) body
part makes its way to new
hiding places throughout the
semesters, and can even be
found hanging from the ceiling sometimes when you first
enter the floor.
Assistant Hall Director Travis Trotman thinks of Breu
students as vibrant, energetic
and passionate.
“The way Breuninger residents create new traditions
and engage with the wider
Taylor community allows for
them to make their mark and
presence known on campus,”
Trotman said.
His favorite traditions are
Storm’s a Breuin’ on Third
Breu and Red, White, & Breu
on 2Breu.
After completing his Master of Arts in Higher Education degree, Trotman
will move on from Breuninger Hall; although, he is
thankful for his time working there and will cherish
each experience.
Senior Madeleine Burkholder has lived in Breu 330
for all of her on-campus semesters and serves as a PA
her senior year. Friends and
the relaxing atmosphere
originally drew her there.
“While all dorms have different cultures and personalities
represented, Breu is quite the
hodgepodge — we are coed and
connected to Gerig — a lot of

different interests, hobbies, personalities and experiences are
housed in Breu,” Burkholder said.
Her favorite tradition is driving to The Barking Cow before the Welcome Weekend
Luau. It connects all 50 girls
on her floor to start the year
off strong, and ice cream is always a plus.
Junior Hudson Childs is
currently a PA on First Breu.
He has lived there his entire
time at Taylor and listed it as
his first choice because of his
roommate’s suggestion. After experiencing Breu for two
years, he decided that living in
a new dorm comes with its ups
and downs.
“It’s great because we have
the unique opportunity, as a
blank slate, to make our own
traditions and ‘dorm feel,’”
Childs said. “Wengatz and
Sammy don’t really have that
because they’re so established.
The downside is, right now,
we don’t have that tight-knit
feeling around certain events
or traditions like they do, so
we have to work very hard to
get there.”
His favorite dorm experience is The Watchman, their
floor initiation tradition. He
cannot give away what actually goes down, but according to him, it’s wild, crazy and
fun. He encourages new people to consider moving in if
they are thinking about Breu.
Quirky. Relaxed. Goofy.
Chill. Diverse. Enthusiastic. All of these words encompass the dorm with the
culture that is the most difficult to define. As Breuninger
Hall still seeks to make its
definitive mark in 2019, it is
filled with loving and unique
people seeking a new Taylor experience.
echo@taylor.edu
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(From left to right) Juniors Kylie Gerber, Janel Reichert
and freshman Annie Wilson love living in Breu.

foody
A donut dream
at Concannon’s
Bakery Cafe
Lily Smith

Life & Times Co-Editor

Pies, powdered donuts or a
piece of cake?
Concannon's Bakery Cafe located in Muncie offers a huge
variety of pastries and baked
goods, as well as a coffee bar
and a menu of delicious salads
and sandwiches.
Chock full of sweet treats,
the fragrant bakery has an
tasty option for anyone.The
store is bountiful with a varied
repertoire of cakes, pies, cookies, donuts and more.
The bakery is separated into two sections, a store
and a seating area. The store
is a goldmine of sweet treats,

while the seating area offers a
spacious setting for guests to
enjoy their sandwich, coffee or
piece of pie.
Concannon’s offers service
that is just as sweet as their donuts. The smiling faces behind
the pastry counter are ready to
give recommendations or help
guests however necessary.
Their coffee bar offers a variety of options, ranging from a
spectacularly saccharine cinnamon roll latte to a simplistic, but classic americano. The
baristas are pleasant and deliver a delicious drink.
In the seating area, the atmosphere is calm with quiet music playing in the background.
The smells of fresh pastries
drift throughout the store, giving customers a delightful sugar high before they even make
a purchase.
Whether you’re looking for
a spot for a coffee date, or a
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fix
peaceful environment to do
homework, Concannon’s is
perfect. The service is wonderful and you just can’t beat their
classic glazed donut.
Concannon’s Bakery Cafe is
open all week, from 6 a.m. –
7 p.m. It is located at 4801 W
Baker Ln, Muncie, IN 47304.
Overall Pros: There are so
many affordable and delicious treats offered at the
bakery, as well as a full lunch
and dinner menu. The atmosphere is perfect for a coffee date or a homework sesh.
The prices are totally reasonable and it’s just a tad closer than other pastry options
near Taylor.
Overall Cons: While the
menu accommodates pastry
preferences, it isn’t quite as
friendly to those with alternative diets like gluten-free, vegan or paleo.
echo@taylor.edu

Recently engaged or married?
We'd love to celebrate with you!
Email kamryn_koble@taylor.edu by next
Wednesday, 5/8, with the following to be
featured in the last edition of The Echo:
-The names of you and your fiance(e)
-A brief description of your relationship
-A photo of you two

“I have not seen a more impressive display of the way drones could be used
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Drone racing world champion returns to alma mater
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Drone racing world champion returns to alma mater
TUPilots launches
new opportunities
Victoria Lawson
Staff Writer

The exhilarating aerial sport
of the future — drone racing
— is more accessible to Taylor students than ever before
thanks to TUPilots, Taylor’s
own drone club.
Before the club can eventually develop into a drone racing
team, the club seeks to recruit
new members as they educate
the campus on drone flight —
and who better to share those
experiences than 2018 Drone
Racing League World Champion Paul “Nurk” Nurkkala?
On Wednesday, May 8 from
7 p.m.–8 p.m. in Euler 109,
Nurkkala will demonstrate his
piloting abilities through video presentations of his races,
discuss the drone racing community and various types of
drones, and fly a mini-drone
for spectators, if permitted.
Event participants and TUPilots club members will have
the opportunity to engage
with Nurkkala at the end of
the event during a Q&A session in addition to refreshments for all who stop by to
hear him speak.

According to the official
Drone Racing League (DRL)
website, DRL is a worldwide
racing circuit for the top professional drone pilots. The
drones are custom built for
racing and travel at speeds up
to 90 MPH+. Pilots race FPV
(First Person View) through
video game-esque 3D courses.
Drone racing has now aired
on household-name sports
networks, such as NBC Sports,
Twitter, Sky Sports, ProSieben,
Groupe AB, OSN and FOX Sports
Asia.
Nurkkala is a Taylor alumnus, and TUPilots President
freshman Calvin Ochs considers it an honor to host such a
successful drone pilot.
“Even for people who aren’t interested in drones, it
is an incredible experience
for people to experience the
power and impressiveness of
these drones and to be able
to meet the fastest drone racer in the world,” Ochs said.
“Speaking from firsthand experience of seeing Paul fly, I
have not seen a more impressive display of the way drones
could be used for entertainment and enjoyment.”
As for TUPilot’s long-term
trajectory, Ochs has more
structured goals in mind for

TheWeekly

the club — which include the
ability to build and program
drones, learn the aerodynamics of how drones stay in the
air and exploring Artificial Intelligence (AI) flight. He also
intends to educate people on
the sport of drone racing and
hopes Nurkkala’s appearance
on campus will encourage others to learn more.
TUPilots is an official Taylor club which receives funding from the university, as
well as permission for an outside zone on campus where
drones are allowed to fly with
insurance coverage. A room
on the bottom floor of Euler serves as an additional fly
space where drones can fly
inside of a net. TUPilots met
sporadically after its inception in 2015 and was revived
in 2019 by Ochs.
Freshman Tristan Friederich, vice president of TUPilots, was involved in FIRST
Robotics in high school where
he was able to help make large
robots to compete in annual challenges. He enjoys technology and engineering and
joined TUPilots to gain experience in that field.
“I think it’s awesome that
the number one drone racer in
the world went to Taylor and is

Photograph provided byTaylor University

An aerial view of Taylor from a drone.

willing to come and share his
knowledge with us,” Friederich
said. “You don’t need to know a
whole lot to join, all you need

is a passion to learn new things
and we’ll teach you them.”
If interested in joining TUPilots, contact calvin_ochs@

BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Caleb
Collier

Maggie
Anderson

Freshman:

Sophomore:

Loves to play drums!

Something interesting about
her is that she likes the taste
of crickets.

taylor.edu to be added to the
email list for updates on club
meetings and future events.
echo@taylor.edu

#TaylorU’s

TOP

TWEETS
zoë@ zoexelizabeth
(this is: an experiment) i want
to be in the ~newspaper~
#tayloru
Caroline Kauffman
@kauff_caroline

"Bible
Characters"
Weekly
Crossword
Across
2. Had the pressure of being the only
perfect person’s brother
4. He ate the fruit
7. Blame her for bad childbirth
8. The OG Proverbs 31 woman
9. Why was he called Peter?
11. The Baptist
12. Wife is a little too salty
Down
1. Was Bathsheba really worth it?
3. If you're doing a study on a Biblical woman, it's probably about her
4. Keeps calling his wife his sister
5. Received the ten commandments
6. Oldest man in the Bible
10. Named his son Ham
11. Evil Queen
For the answers to this week’s crossword or suggestions for future crossowrd topics email kamryn_koble@
taylor.edu

To the boys yelling that they
love Olson at 2:15 in the
morning,
You can love us during day
time hours too.
Sincerely, literally all of Olson
#tayloru @tayloru
Jaci Gorrell@ jacigorrell
Shoutout to the Harry Potter
film scores for keeping me
sane as I study around the
clock and for adding a taste
of whimsy and delight to
even the dullest assignment.
#tayloru
Hope Thomas@ HopeThomas__
i think jeff wallace is my
celebrity crush #tayloru
cj@ clare_verna
Grandparents Day at TU is
officially my favorite day of
the year. #tayloru
katie_pfotzer@ PfotzerKatie
Me after moving to the
Midwest:
*trips on nothing
*says ope
*apologizes to nothing for
tripping on it
#tayloru
Emily Pawlowski
@EmilyPawlowski2

There's a bunch of girls
harassing a raccoon outside
of Olson rn... do you want
rabies #tayloru? Because
this is how you get rabies
caroline@ caroline_kemper
The silent competition that
comes w the strategical
stacking of parking stickers
to prove how long one has
been at Taylor #tayloru
Madison May@ madmay18
today I almost got run over
by three different Honda
Accord's - wow talk about
diversity
Josh Farrell @foshy_j_dubz
WE WANT #justiceformilky
#notigang #tinytextgang
#staychilly #weston #napkin
#lighthousesrule #tayloru

A&E

“After ‘Avengers: Infinity War’
shattered records last year,
everyone was excited to see
this epic saga’s final chapter.”
‘Avengers: Endgame’ brings 22
-movie saga to a close
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Taylor says goodbye to professor of music and Chorale
Rediger retires after
almost a quarter century
Katie Pfotzer
Staff Writer

If there is one thing that
JoAnn Rediger, professor of
music, will hold dear as she
concludes her long career
at Taylor University, it is her
gratitude for the students.
“I think my greatest accomplishment according to alumni has been that I was able to
create a safe place for everyone, and that together with
the students we have created that,” Rediger said. “It is a
place of safety, inclusion, welcome, love and family.”
For Rediger, students have
always been the center of her
ministry. And they return the
love she has for them.
Sophomore Ashton McKenzie described his favorite
moment in choir. It was fall
2017 and the choir was learning a new song note by note.
They sang a chord so well, it
sent Rediger into a half fainting position.

A&E
Stay Up To Date

“It was so photographical,”
McKenzie said. “One leg was
swooped out behind her and
her hands were on her head
and her head was back. Nowhere in the world can you pay
to see someone that passionate about music. ”
McKenzie is the recipient of
the Dr. JoAnn Kinghorn Rediger Scholarship. Set up by former provost Steve Bedi, the
scholarship is meant to sustain the legacy of the choir
director.
Upon learning that he had
been awarded the scholarship,
McKenzie was moved to tears.
“At first I took it very comically, like where is the camera?” McKenzie said. “But as
soon as we got into formation
the tears began flowing and I
could not finish the piece.”
McKenzie shares a special
relationship with the director, stating that she is who he
wants to be in 20 years.
Over spring break, chorale
travelled to McKenzie’s home
in the Bahamas, staying with
his family.
These trips have often been

Ethan Garratt

Butz Carruth Recital Hall

Today – 4 p.m.
Senior Recital
Joshua Grube
May 5 – 7 p.m.
Metcalf Open

Butz Carruth Recital Hall

Today – 6 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery
Film & Media
Senior Show
Mousetrap

May 6 – 8 p.m.

May 3 & 4 – 7:30 p.m.

Cornwall Auditorium

May 5 – 2 p.m.
Mitchell Theatre

Social Work Movie Night
Children’s Piano Recital
May 4 – 1:15 p.m.
Butz Carruth Recital Hall

to Michigan to Greece. The
last place they have been to
five times, cementing the relationships that have been built

All students invited
to see peers’ art

Senior Recital

Presentation and tea

Zondervan 142

highlights of the chorale experience. Over the years, Rediger
has brought chorale everywhere from Israel and Jordan

not only been on students but
faculty. Christopher Bade, professor of music, recalls how
she and her husband extended an invitation of fellowship
to the professor after he and
his wife moved to the area.
Though Rediger is retiring,
she does not plan on giving up
music.
“What is next?” Rediger
said. “The seniors and I have
that in common. We both
keep getting that question.”
The retired director plans to
spend her time continuing her
studies of the organ.
Rediger is proud of her
many years of service to
the institution and of her
deeply-rooted family history here.
“Taylor has afforded me
wonderful opportunities to
pursue music I love,” Rediger
said. “I am grateful for all of
the encouragement and support I’ve received at Taylor
and continue to pray that future students and teachers
will find their own experience
of God’s grace in the Chorale.”
echo@taylor.edu

‘Metcalf Open’ shows student talent
May 4 – 7 p.m.

C.S. Lewis and Friends Tea

Photograph provided by Jon Denning

JoAnn Rediger stands with sophomore Ashton McKenzie,
the first winner of the scholarship given in her honor.

over the years.
There have been many
memorable moments from
those trips but one moment
there is one moment that
sticks out to many alumni
more than any others.
Chorale was driving to tour
in Michigan. The bus driver
started out the tour driving
under the bridge by Jefferson
Cemetery.
The bridge was too short
and the top of the bus scraped,
leaving holes in the ceiling and
tearing off the air conditioner.
Of course for every joy-filled
memory, there is also a painful one.
Rediger explained that one
of the hardest moments of her
career was singing at the memorial immediately after the
van accident in 2006 where
five university students and
staff members were killed.
At the time, the choir director felt like they were able to
bring many people peace in a
difficult time.
“Music is a bridge-builder,”
Rediger said.
The mark she has left has

“Lost Kites”
May 6 – 7:30 p.m.
Reade 218

Emily
Pawlowski
A&E Editor

Taylor University has
many artists, but few opportunities for everyone
to present their projects.
The Metcalf Open is a
way to balance out that
issue. On Friday, April 26,
the gallery opened, sharing student works with
the whole campus. Everything from traditional illustrations to clay
sculptures to printed
comics were on display.
“Overall, the Metcalf
Open is a chance for us
to celebrate the fruits of
our countless hours in
Metcalf and our tireless
efforts to make work that
we are proud of,” junior
Erica Bell said.
Students of all majors were invited to submit pieces, at the price
of one dollar per submission. Many students
took the chance to share
projects they worked on
for a class, or to challenge
themselves by creating
something completely

Photo by Natalie Baker

Students admire the art at Metcalf Open last Friday.

new.
For those who have
participated in past
open galleries, this was a
way to track their artistic growth.
“Last year I submitted
two pieces but neither
got in, so it’s nice to have
that sense of progression by having pieces in
the show this year,” junior
Mary Newenhisen said.
This year, Newenhisen
has four pieces on display
in the show. She appreciated the chance to share
with others outside of

the classes she created
the art for.
Newenhisen was one
of many students to take
advantage of the chance
to show off projects from
other classes. Other pieces included “Knowledge
is Power,” by sophomore
Kaitlyn Gillenwater, previously seen in the library
with the other colossal
print projects. A table
held several graphic illustrations created by
students as research papers for History of Graphic Art.

Pieces created for other artistic endeavors
were also included. “A
Cow as White as Snow,”
by senior Evangeline
Bouw, was the prop originally created for the Theatre production of “Into
the Woods.”
These were but a few
of the many projects
students submitted to
the show, proud of their
classwork or the products of their free time.
“It was amazing to
see how much effort so
many artists put into

this exhibit,” Newenhisen said. “Metcalf was
buzzing with preparation the whole weekend
before submissions for
the show.”
Even the logo itself
was the product of a
student submission. Junior Chloe Thompson
was asked to design the
logo, wall vinyl and posters for the show.
Inspired by typography and bold colors,
Thompson tried to create a unique look that
matched the purpose of
the show.
“The warped and organic letters made the
logo feel less rigid and
structured, which advertised the show as
more of a fun / enjoyable art show for all students instead of a strict,
formal art show for only
art majors,” Thompson
said.
The show will be on
display for another
week, until May 9. Students are invited to see
the work of their peers,
and consider submitting
their own pieces at next
year’s show.
echo@taylor.edu

‘Avengers: Endgame’ brings 22-movie saga to a close
The cinematic
event of the year

Landon Hilst
Staff Writer

We’ve officially reached
the “Endgame” now, and
what an absolute beast it
has become.
After “Avengers: Infinity
War” shattered records last
year, everyone was excited
to see this epic saga’s final
chapter. When Avengers
4 was deemed “Endgame”
earlier this year, our collective anticipation grew to
new heights as eagled-eyed
fans noticed the title harkened back to a conversation between Tony Stark
and Steve Rogers in 2015’s
“Age of Ultron.”
The ability to reference
the other films has long
been one of the greatest
assets to these movies,
and “Endgame” plays to
this strength in the most

fulfilling of ways as we see
the climax to more than a
decade of storytelling. It
has already generated $1.2
billion globally in its first
opening weekend and looks
poised to knock off “Avatar”
as the highest-grossing film
of all time.
Beginning with the release of “Iron Man” in 2008,
the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) is a series that
many fans have been following since childhood.
Seeing stories continued
for beloved characters has
become increasingly special
to witness as time goes on.
The “Avengers” movies represent these elements combining in large-scale team
up films in a phenomenon
that has been compared
to this generation’s “Star
Wars.”
The most impressive feat
of all, and largely due to the
creative direction of Kevin
Feige, is that the crossover
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between the films works,
and it works well. This is
why “Avengers: Endgame”
isn’t just another blockbuster, but it’s the biggest event
in cinema history and a true
achievement for the industry of entertainment.
“Endgame” contains the
best comic book inspired
spectacle ever put to screen,
making the airport battle

in “Captain America: Civil
War” seem like two children
squabbling in a sandbox.
These scenes impress with
special effects, but the tech
behind is only a small component to why everyone is
invested. The true culprit of
our enthrallment lies in the
journeys being told through
such spectacular visuals.
W h i l e e v e r y o n e’s

performance is engaging, all eyes are on Marvel’s premiere superheroes
Iron Man, Captain America and Thor due to their
actors’ contracts nearing
an end game of their own.
Robert Downey Jr. is at his
very best as Tony Stark, the
once self-centered weapons manufacturer who
has grown to become a

genuine protector of Earth.
Chris Evans’ nuanced role
as Steve Rogers and Chris
Hemsworth’s emotional
portrayal of Thor are both
equally impressive as well.
These three pillars of the
MCU are able to surpass the
work of fiction that they
occupy and hold a special
place among fans’ hearts
due to making the audience
laugh, cry and share in their
experiences, struggles and
triumphs right alongside
them in the theater. Some
other personal favorites include Ant-Man (Paul Rudd),
Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson) and Hawkeye (Jeremy Renner).
The Russo Brothers have
directed a film with incredible depth while also maintaining the action-packed
showdown between Thanos (Josh Brolin) and a
united Avengers team. But
where “Infinity War” largely felt like Thanos’ narrative,

we are treated to our heroes
receiving the full spotlight
here.
Christopher Markus and
Stephen McFeely’s script
is one of the strongest
from Marvel, handling
every character with immense care. Clocking in
at a massive three hours
and two minutes, you will
not want to miss a single
frame in this incredible
epic, so going easy on the
liquids prior to your showtime is a must.
Leaving the theater will
have you dealing with a
swirl of emotions, but wholly fulfilled in seeing the conclusion to the epic Infinity
Saga spanning twenty-two
movies in total. “Avengers:
Endgame” easily receives
a 5 out of 5 stars rating for
rewarding its loyal fanbase
with another satisfying
chapter to cinemas greatest heroes, The Avengers.
echo@taylor.edu
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“‘We would love to have Taylor students stop
by the fundraiser and enjoy the home-baked
treats!’ Conor Angell said.”
Conor and Kerri Angell hold a bake sale
for future adoption
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Taylor cheerleaders hope to level up
Student-led team
strives for new goals

Co-Editors in Chief
Gabby Carlson
Chrysa Keenon

Ethan Rice

Design Co-Editors
Jackie Hanson
Naomi Noyes

Staff Writer

Just a few years ago, Taylor University sporting events were devoid of one particular iconic
athletic group: cheerleaders.
However, the rapidly expanding student-led cheer squad
has changed the landscape and
hopes to be inducted as a varsity sport soon.
Senior Meridian Hollister
had cheered for nine years before coming to university and as
a sophomore became involved
in the birth of the program. Arriving to open gyms following
a callout meeting, the group of
students, most of them largely
inexperienced, trained rigorously leading up to the cheer tryouts. The team officially kicked
off in the 2017 – 2018 school year.
Hollister remembers that the
process of getting the team off
of the ground was difficult without a coach but also very fun
and exciting.
News of the program reached
senior Allyson McGuire, who
transferred from Cincinnati as a junior with a passion
for cheerleading.
“I ended up emailing back and
forth with the captain, Brielle, at
the time and tried out through
sending videos to her from
Ohio,” McGuire said. “This was
one of the best decisions I have
ever made in my college career.”
McGuire served as team captain for the 2018 – 2019 season,
a big role with wide-ranging responsibilities that she thanked
her fellow seniors, including
Hollister, for being there to
lean on.
Sophomore Maddy Miller arrived at Taylor as a freshman
during the team’s first year, having also auditioned by video. On
the squad, she enjoys offering
support and encouragement to
her teammates.
The common thread noted
by those involved in the team
is the intense bond formed between themselves as they grow
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The cheer team is hoping to become varsity in the near future.

as a new, self-coached group.
Miller describes the culture as
emphasizing the building of
leadership and growing a community where everyone can get
along and work toward shared
goals throughout hardships
and struggles.
“Whenever you take 16 girls in
college with busy schedules and
no coach, you all learn to grow
as people who can face conflict
in a mature way,” Hollister said.
McGuire describes the uplifting experience of moving on this

journey even when the only real
benefit is simply getting to do
what they love every single day.
Before coming to Taylor, she
would have said that her passion for cheerleading was at its
peak, but after working alongside and meeting goals with
those who shared that passion, cheering just for the love
of cheering, she believes that it
has grown even more.
Two years since the birth
of the new program, the high
level of interest has started

conversations to move toward
becoming a varsity sport. Hollister highlights that many of
Taylor’s fellow schools in the
NAIA, including Indiana Wesleyan University, have competing cheerleading teams.
The most important step in
that process would be hiring
a coach. Hollister hopes that
the team would be able to start
competing by 2020 or 2021.
However, beyond just the opportunity to compete, becoming a varsity sport would allow

the team to utilize more facilities, including important health
and safety measures.
“If we are made a varsity sport
in the future, it will help our
squad tremendously,” McGuire
said. “The recognition on campus would be an amazing and
being able to have access to all
the facilities that the sports do.
It would help grow our program
if we were able to offer more
benefits to the girls and guys
wanting to try out for the squad.”
echo@taylor.edu
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Conor and Kerri Angell hold a bake sale for future adoption
Angells hope to
fundraise for adoption
Chrishauna Curry
Staff Writer

Conor Angell, associate professor of music, will be hosting a
bake sale fundraiser this Saturday, May 4.
The funds will be going toward the Angell’s international
adoption process. Conor Angell and his wife, Kerri Angell
have been in the international adoption process for the last
two years hoping to adopt their
new son.
“We hope to have him home
by the end of this year,” Conor
Angell said. “The international
adoption process is expensive;
for us this means expenses between $45,000-$50,000.”
Conor Angell said that the
goal of the fundraiser is to raise
$975 to assist in adoption cost
for his family. The total payment
of adoption is $3,000 which will
be matched by a grant that will
add up to $6,000. He hopes that
the upcoming bake sale will
raise the remaining amount that
their family needs.
Conor Angell’s children, Elias
and Miriam, have been very involved in the adoption process.
Angell said the five and fouryear-old pray for their little
brother every night. Both children have been involved in the
fundraising process by designing flyers, inviting friends and
assisting with the baking and
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The Angells’ bake sale will be this Saturday, May 4.

selling of items on Saturday.
“We do pretend bake sales at
home frequently, so when we
ran the idea of a real bake sale
by them, they jumped on board
right away,” Conor Angell said.
Conor Angell said that the

Upland community has been
very supportive in this adoption process. He said that the
process started about two years
ago, and it has been a greater
journey than he ever anticipated. However, he feels blessed by

the support he and his family
have received in being brought
closer to his future son.
The bake sale will take place
from 9 a.m. — 12 p.m. at the
Angells’ residence at 364 West
Spencer Avenue, a few minutes

from campus. If it rains, the
bake sale will be held at Upland
Community Church.
Conor Angell said the sale
will consist of coffee from Rooted Grounds Coffee company,
homemade cinnamon rolls,

caramel corn, slices of pies and
cakes and much more.
“We would love to have Taylor
students stop by the fundraiser and enjoy the home-baked
treats!” Conor Angell said.
echo@taylor.edu
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“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for
a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Chrysa Keenon
C0-Editor in Chief

Taylor should stand in the middle
Professor emeritus
speaks on TU politics

Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief

The positive memories I have
of Senator Richard Lugar who
Jed Barber
Grace Hooley
passed away this past weekend
Opinions Editor
Features Editor
encouraged me to write these
comments.
Rayce Patterson
Sam Jones
I wish to focus on two points
News Co-Editor
Staff Writer
— the ramifications of Vice
President Mike Pence’s close reDrew Shriner
Holly Gaskill
lationship with President DonStaff Writer
News Co-Editor
ald Trump, and the purpose of
a college commencement.
Our nation is going through
a severe division with the political and social chasm increasingly widened. A chief
presidential role is to help
bind the nation together.
However, we are seeing Mr.
Trump continually pandering to his “base,” seemingly not caring about building
bridges with the majority.
Many Americans view serious
flaws in this administration’s
policies such as the appalling
treatment of common people
running from life-threatening
situations, the hostility toward our democratic allies
in contrast to his positive remarks about authoritarian
figures, and repeatedly denying any human involvement
as a significant cause of the
global climate changes.
The president continually vilifies both Republicans
and Democrats who dare
to question his authority
and self-declared expertise.
Many of these statements are
Photograph by Lauren Cammarano
based on racism, sexism and
Believers gather in catholic churches to worship
religious bigotry. He eviscersimilarly to protestants.
ates the press, calling that sacred institution, “the enemy
of the people.”
The president has difficulty telling the truth. This
administration has shown
considerable moral weakCatholics are
build the same Bible. So are ness, all contrary to biblical
there Bible-believing, evanChristians too
gelical, godly Catholics? Yes.”
The Catholic church has been
Pak teaches about the simin and out of media headlines ilarities and differences in
since 2002, when the Boston Catholic, Eastern Orthodox
Globe investigative team, and Protestant theology, and Downs speaks on how
Spotlight, broke several sex- tries to point out what can be Scripture guides TU
ual abuse scandals that the learned and emulated from
church had covered up.
the other groups.
As more stories of victims
Junior Pat McNamara grew
have surfaced since that time, up in the Catholic church, and
the public image of the Cath- is really grateful for the work
olic church has continued to the Catholic church has done
be tainted. But aside from when it comes to taking care
these scandals, what do Prot- of the poor and oppressed.
estants actually know about He understands that there Responding to Nicki Mortthe Catholic church?
are differences between Ca- land’s “Taylor needs to listen”
“I think a lot of people just tholicism and Protestantism, story, I, too, am glad we strive
don’t know a lot about the and many people don’t quite to be an intentional commuCatholic church,” sophomore understand those differences. nity of Christ followers. From
Hannah Wallen said. “So I
“Some people think Cath- the first time a prospective
think it’s easy to criticize olics aren’t Christian, but I student walks on campus,
something you choose to not find most people in evangel- that teenager hopefully sees
inform yourself on, but if you ical circles have had minimal Taylor as a Spirit-abiding
want to inform yourself on it, interaction with true, faith- place where people care well
filled Catholics,” McNamara for one another.
you totally can.”
Part of the Historic Chris- said. “This leaves a sense of
It’s a place where we have
tian Belief course, a gener- mystery around the Pope, difficult conversations while
al education class all Taylor Saints, and Mother Mary and standing for Truth. And it’s a
students are required to take, other areas where Catholi- place where we have an active
teaches on Catholic theolo- cism differs from most Prot- Life Together Covenant, a set
gy, along with Eastern Ortho- estant churches.”
of core values and belief statedox and Protestant theology.
Pak acknowledges that ment that clearly explain who
Joseph Pak, associate profes- some Catholics are offended we are and what we believe as
sor of biblical studies, is an by the way Protestants view a community even before anyinstructor for the Historic them, as people who need one arrives on campus.
In today’s society, truth
Christian Belief course and salvation. He is wary of that
has experience with Catholic assumption because it is not seemingly means different
theology through this course. people’s job to judge who are things to different people,
According to Pak, Cathol- truly Christian or not. In the but Christians would likely
icism is very diverse, much end, the Catholic church be- agree that we see the Bible
like Protestantism. Prot- lieves the Bible, believes in as the infallible Word of God
estants and Catholics also the same God, and can trace on the truth of which Truth
share the same Bible, aside its roots all the way to Jesus we stand firm. When we talk
about “perceived norms of a
from the Apocrypha, which and the apostles.
are seven additional books inThe Editorial Board agrees community” developing, it
cluded in the Catholic Bible. that the Catholic church is stands to reason we would
“I don’t think those seven part of the body of Christ, expect “heteronormative lanadditional books undermine and that should affect our guage, events and (peaceor contradict the rest of the attitude toward it.
ful) protests” to be a part of
Bible,” Pak said. “So . . . they
echo@taylor.edu
a who we are because of our
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Pence is undeniably tied to his administration.

teaching. The moral decline
in this administration has
been the focus of many commentators, notably the highly
respected conservative David Brooks who is married
to Anne Snyder, a Wheaton
College alumnus.
We see Mr. Pence constantly
at the president’s side giving
the impression that he fully agrees with Mr. Trump on
all major issues and concurs
with his behavior. I have not
observed any indication he
has made an effort to counsel Mr. Trump on his lies, his
derogatory remarks and the
corruption among many of
his advisors. I have no reason
to question the sincerity of the
vice president’s Christian beliefs, but I have serious doubts
about the president’s commitment. The vice president’s
passive attitude is not a good
example for our graduates.
Secondly, a commencement is a special event when

the focus should be on the
seniors and their families. It
is meant to be an uplifting
time in which we honor their
achievements and wish them
well as they begin their journey into their bright future.
Unfortunately, I fear having the vice president as the
commencement speaker will
focus the attention on him.
After reading the remarks by
the vice president at the Hillsdale College commencement
a year ago, I am quite certain
Mr. Pence will make some political statements, effusively
praising the president since
it is an election cycle. I fear
this will result in deeper long
lasting divisional scars among
the Taylor community.
As a professor emeritus, I
have a deep admiration for
Taylor and I wish it well in
the future. I have encouraged several alumni who
have contacted me to be patient before making a drastic

decision to cut off their relations with Taylor. I hope
our university will maintain its traditional mooring
by remaining above the political fray, be a welcoming
community for all believers and a place that honors
and encourages disparate
viewpoints.
But I sense a direction to
the right as illustrated by the
rescinding of the invitation
to former Democratic Senator Evan Bayh to deliver the
commencement speech several years ago. Even though
many Taylor leaders apparently have not viewed the
forthcoming Pence visit as
a turn to the right, it will be
perceived that way by those
who believe Taylor is not
conservative enough and by
those deeply disturbed by
the idea of being connected
with the bastions of political conservatism.
echo@taylor.edu

Scripture mandates community on campus
foundational belief system.
We might expect censorship of
both female and male bodies
in the name of modesty with
the desire against objectifying
ourselves before others.
If students, faculty or staff
who are unwilling to accept Scripture as the revered
Word of God feel a level of
discomfort from words that
align with Truth, we might,
perhaps, begin to question
whether or not this is the
place for us. Sometimes we
find ourselves in places or
situations that do not fit our

belief systems. If we’ve signed
into a belief system, if we’ve
put our name on the dotted
line saying we stand firm for
these foundational truths,
however, why would we go
against the norms of the community to which we’ve committed ourselves? Why would
we remain here if we disagree
with the very Truth on which
this university was founded
and has stood for more than
170 years?
Yes, differences are life-giving. Iron sharpens iron as we
listen to, learn about and grow

to love one another. That does
not mean, however, that we
tolerate a belief system that
goes against Truth or that we
moisten and knead the leaven
and watch it rise. We listen; we
learn; we love. We accept and
invite diversity in accordance
with Scripture. We stand with
our brothers and sisters, no
matter what culture or race.
But, creed does matter. We can
easily love, but we can’t easily
condone all behaviors in the
name of tolerance. Our identity must be found only in Jesus.
echo@taylor.edu
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Senior Brianna Jordahl reflects on Scripture.

“‘I think a lot of people just don’t know a
lot about the Catholic church,’ sophomore
Hannah Wallen said. ‘So I think it’s easy
to criticize something you choose to not
inform yourself on, but if you want to inform
yourself on it, you totally can.’”
One church family
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Letters to the Editor
Pence believes
like Taylor
Dear editor:
My name is Kyle Bertsche
and I am quite surprised
about the controversy of Mike
Pence coming to speak at commencement. Quite frankly, I
do not understand why people are upset. Mike Pence has
openly declared that he is a
Christian, and that he does not
support issues such as abortion and gay rights, which is
exactly what Taylor believes.
Pence’s values and beliefs line
up with Taylor’s very well, so
is this not exactly the guy we
want speaking at commencement? A Christian, who shares

Pence does not
mean politics
Dear Editor:
Vice President Mike Pence
speaking at this year’s commencement has become a political statement, though I don’t think it was
ever meant to be one. Though
Pence is a conservative Republican, it doesn’t seem that he was
brought here to tout his political
views or to promote President
Trump; he was brought here because he is a successful Christian
who is in an extremely influential
position. The speakers we hear at

Taylor celebrates
graduates
Dear Editor,
I am excited to hear that Vice
President Mike Pence will be giving the commencement address
at this year’s graduation ceremony. I was not aware of the great
controversy of Pence coming to
speak until someone told me it
was an issue.
I am saddened that the choice
of commencement speaker has
caused so much dispute and has
drawn our attention away from
what the ceremony is all about.
The graduation ceremony should
be a time to celebrate the class
of 2019 but is being diluted by

Pense makes
sense at Taylor
Dear editor:
Bringing Vice President Mike
Pence to campus has stirred tension on campus. While everyone
has the right to their own opinion and can choose to support
Pence or not, I am confused as
to why people are shocked that
he was asked to speak at commencement. I think the administration should have considered
the seniors more when making
this decision, and I know others
feel similarly. However, I am continuously hearing students state
their dismay because they think
Pence’s views are immoral or that
they do not reflect Taylor University’s views. I cannot understand
that logic. Every student had to

Dissenters should
dissent
Dear Editor,
I’ve anxiously watched what
happened on campus from afar.
Like many of you, I went to my
room the day the message was
sent, opened my emails and
read, but never saw firsthand
reactions since I am in Spain.
It’s probably for the best that
I am not on campus, since my
immediate reaction was anger.
I reached out to many friends,
and attempted to read anything
written about the climate at
Taylor. All I discovered was division, but no results. And now
I am reading article after article saying that we should not
protest. One letter to the editor even said not to protest

the same beliefs and values as
the school we attend, who is
in a position of power. Is that
not the person that we should
be celebrating? Should he not
have our full support? I understand that people can have different opinions on things, but
I think it is pretty clear to me
that Pence should be more
than welcomed at our school.
This may sound controversial, but why attend a Christian school like Taylor if you
disagree with the values and
beliefs the school has?
Kyle Bertsche
Sophomore
echo@taylor.edu
Taylor are Christian leaders who
are using their faith in a secular
world and Pence is no different.
Whether or not we agree with
his political affiliation, the fact remains that he proclaims himself to
be a christian and is the vice president of the United States. He is
a high profile public figure and a
Christian; it makes sense that Taylor would choose to invite him to
give the commencement address.
Julia Frontz
Freshman
echo@taylor.edu

Politics need moral people
Challenging political
Christian Realism

Staff Writer

“Is there anything President
Trump could do that
would endanger that
support from you or other
evangelical leaders?”
“No.”
This one word from Jerry Falwell Jr. rang out like
clanging cymbals declaring
what political observers had
been noting for years: that
the “Religious Right,” a voting bloc made up of middle
class, mostly white Evangelicals that rose to prominence
powering Ronald Reagan to
the White House in the 1980’s,
has experienced a shift in
belief on how a politician’s
moral character impacts a
politician’s ability to lead.
The exchange was part of
a Washington Post interview
with Falwell, president of
Liberty University and one of
the nation’s foremost evangelical figures, in which he
was challenged to justify his
continued support of President Donald Trump despite
his amoral behavior.
Falwell rooted his defense
in a worldview which separates the so-called “earthly and heavenly kingdoms,”
arguing that religious morals cannot be applied to politics and that Jesus did not
intend to tell governments
what to do.

disagreements and division.
Mike Pence will not be coming
to share his political views but to
commemorate the hard work and
time that our seniors have spent
here at Taylor. We should respect
the judgment and decision of our
president Lowell Haines. We are
all brothers and sisters in Christ;
that should bring us together,
not tear us apart. I hope that despite our differing views, we can
all come together on May 18 and
celebrate the accomplishments
of the class of 2019.
“You don’t choose a president
Emily Kozlowski
Junior
echo@taylor.edu
sign the LTC before being accepted.
The LTC expresses many conservative Christian values, so it only
makes sense that a conservative
Christian like Pence was invited
to speak at commencement. For
the students protesting by throwing a gay party at a bar after graduation, I wonder why they chose
to attend a Christian school openly
against homosexuality and drinking. Not that they are not welcome
at our school, but I would never attend a school that I disagreed with
so strongly. I certainly would not
be surprised when that school
brought in speakers that reflected the same views.
Tarah Zumbrun
Freshman
echo@taylor.edu
because we are Christian and
an article said we should submit to authority. Well, I think
we are confusing submissiveness to passiveness.
To those that dissent, dissent strongly. If you look at
what is happening and are displeased, let people know, make
noise! Being Christian does not
mean sitting idly and allowing
things to happen saying, “If it
is happening, it must be God’s
will.” In fact, we should do the
opposite, fighting for what is
right and lifting up groups on
campus that are already far
too marginalized.
Taylor Burns
Sophomore
echo@taylor.edu
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based on how good they
are,” Falwell said. “You
choose a president based
on what their policies are.”
This marks a drastic shift
in national thinking from
twenty years ago, during
the impeachment proceedings of President Bill Clinton. A study from the Public
Religion Research Institute found in 2011 that, 60
percent of white evangelicals believed immoral personal actions impacted a

Pence holds faith too
Dear Editor:
While observing the commencement speaker problem,
most students appear to not be
concerned, or believe that it is an
honor to have the vice president
come speak at Taylor. The uproar
seems to be coming from alumni
rather than students.
Although the alumni did attend Taylor, they are no longer
part of the student body. A new
group is creating a new environment on campus than it was
when they were formerly here.
Taylor University has never
had a commencement speaker from the executive branch
of the United States. This event
is an honor for the University
and those affiliated are not being respectful.

Photograph provided by Google

Jerry Falwell Jr. has made controversial statements about Christian politics.

public servant’s professional role. By 2018, that number dropped to 16.5 percent.
This is a deeply concerning trend , and one that
holds particularly relevant
for Taylor University. The
nationwide coverage of our
conflict over Vice President
Mike Pence has drawn the attention of Franklin Graham
to anonymous commenters
on social media in response
to this challenge to the culturally accepted stigma that
an “evangelical Christian
school” must support the
Trump administration.
Jakob Miller, assistant professor of American politics,
identifies that the worldview described by Falwell
falls in line with “Christian
Realism,” most well-known
as described by Reinhold
Niebuhr. This brand of political theology maintains that

morality can only apply on
an individual level and that
groups such as political bodies cannot be bound by such
restrictions.
Associate Professor of Philosophy Brad Seeman identified a second political thinker
who presented such a concept,
John Rawls, who argued that
political decisions should be
made behind a “veil of ignorance” devoid of affiliation by
identity or role. Seeman questions how such a thin notion of
self could make any decisions
at all.
Seeman cites verses such
as Colossians 1:16, which declares that all things, including
“thrones or powers or rulers
and authorities” were created by and for God. He maintains that an approach such
as Falwell’s takes the reality
of creation and God’s desire
to reconcile it back to himself

too lightly.
Any willingness to abandon moral standards in the
name of political gain should
raise cause for concern among
anyone convicted by the mission of reconciliation in creation. Even more so when it
is claimed by those seeking to
establish laws based in their
religious views while insisting that the central tenants of
that same religion should not
apply to those implementing
the laws.
As we attempt to navigate
issues regarding political
alignment and the impact of
government policies on the
members of our Taylor family, it is first vital for us to address the importance of what
should be common ground:
when we choose who to lead,
we should not be checking
our faith
echo@taylor.edu

Issues do arise with the changes to graduation. Graduates have
been limited to tickets for family members this year rather than
allowing all to attend.
While tickets are new to
Taylor, most colleges use
this system.
Differences aside, Pence is a
Christian. It is easy to be critical
of a person from a distance, but
if you stripped aside his political affiliation and public status,
Pence is another man of God.
Christians should lift each
other up, not tear each other down. That makes us no
better than the man that we
are criticizing.

Hurt does not belong
at graduation

unpopular Christian opinion. I
wonder if this caused people to
have felt part of their identity to
be attacked or rejected.
If a member of an administration that has hurt many students
by brash and racist behavior is
coming to speak at commencement, how are affected graduates
supposed to respond? How can
there be celebration in the affliction of past pain by the place that
has become like home?
I would suggest that although
there is a time to address controversial issues, this is not that
space. This is our opportunity to
support our graduates, not push
them back into hurt.

Madelyn Ames
Freshman
echo@taylor.edu

Dear Editor:
The resistance toward Vice
President Mike Pence speaking
at Taylor’s commencement has
been received with indignation.
People say: Taylor prepares students for conflict in real world, so
we should embrace the contention. This may be true, but can
we remember that this controversy is not simply about reason?
History and hurt are also buried
deep in this issue.
Many minority students were
deeply hurt through the election of President Trump and
Vice President Pence. Among the
praise given by many evangelicals, the perspective that Trump’s
behavior has been extremely offensive and racist became an

Alyssa Farrell
Freshman
echo@taylor.edu

TROJAN NATION

“These past couple of years, actually
competing for a national title, after kind
of just coming out of nowhere, it’s pretty
exciting.”
Baseball on brink of tournament play

TheEchoNews.com
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Women’s golf prepares for national tournament
Trojans will play in
national tournament
Andrew Nevins
Sports Editor

The Taylor women’s golf team
will close out its season at the
NAIA National Tournament
in May.
The tournament will tee off
on May 14 at the Lincoln Park
Golf Course in Oklahoma City.
The Trojans won their third
consecutive Crossroads League
title on April 23 after another
stellar season of golf. The team
is also appearing in its third consecutive National Tournament.
The women’s golf program
got its start in 2012, with current head coach Cam Andry taking over in 2016. Since then, the
team has been to Nationals in
2017, 2018 and now 2019.
Junior Annie Stimmel said the
team’s success has just come
on in the past three seasons, as
the program itself is one of Taylor’s newest.
“These past couple of years,
actually competing for a national title, after kind of just coming
out of nowhere, it’s pretty exciting,” Stimmel said.
Playing at Lincoln Park will
be a new experience for the
team, as it’s the first time they
have played in a tournament
held there.
Playing in a new location adds
a whole new dynamic to the
game and can sometimes present struggles. However, the team
isn’t too concerned about what
the course will throw at them.
Stimmel said that the team
will play a practice round to
see where good landing spots
are, where to aim, and what
dangers to avoid.
Sophomore Nicole Jung added that playing a practice round
helps the team map out a bit of
a strategy for the tournament.
“Just figuring out where not to

Photograph provided by Taylor University

Sophomore Nicole Jung celebrates a good shot during
the Crossroads League Tournament.

Photograph provided by Taylor University

The team recently won its third straight Crossroads League Championship.
Photograph provided by Taylor University

Junior Maddie Thomas tees off during the Crossroads League Tournament.

hit, or which holes are the birdie holes that we have to take advantage of, or . . . identifying like,
a bogey’s ok on this hole, just
move on,” Jung said.
The team will be looking to
improve upon last season’s fifth
place finish at Nationals. The

Trojans were making a run at
the top of the leaderboard before the last day of the tournament got rained out.
Th e team knows how it
is going to have to play if
it wants to leave last year’s
disappointing ending in

the past.
“ We should trust our game
throughout the entire round,”
Jung said. “Start with a mindset and with a goal and just
finishing strong until your
last putt, not giving up . . .
I think that’s what makes

good golf.”
Th e Tro ja n s h av e b e e n
playing great all season and
have rolled to five straight
tournament wins in April .
How e v e r, Na t i o n a l s pre s ents a whole different level
of competition.
The intimidation factor is
certainly present, but the
team knows that golf is a

mental game, and the best
way to win is to stay focused.
“It can be intimidating to
play with people of that caliber,” Stimmel said. “There’s
almost like a pressure of ‘oh
my gosh I have to play as well
as them’ but you can’t think
that way you have to just
come with your own game.”
echo@taylor.edu

Baseball on brink of tournament play
Trojans will face
IWU on day one
T.J. Swore
Staff Writer

The Crossroads League conference tournament begins play
this week and the Taylor baseball team is preparing for postseason play.
The Trojans will host Indiana Wesleyan on May 3 at 7:00
P.M. In the regular season series with Indiana Wesleyan, the
Trojans took one of the three
meetings.
The season has been filled inconsistencies for the team this
year as they struggled to sustain success in conference play.
They finished with a 15–12 record during Crossroads games.
The team is fresh off a series
sweep of Saint Francis over the

past weekend and feeling good
headed into the tournament. Junior pitcher and first baseman
Andrew Kennedy talked about
how the team is feeling.
“We’ve played well at times in
the season but also have struggled a little at times,” Kennedy
said. “Heading into the tournament, however, regular season
records do not matter anymore.
We’re all ready to compete
at a high level and hopefully keep playing for a couple
more weeks.”
Kennedy said the key to
their success comes from good
pitching and defense. The Trojans have some solid batters
who can bring the offensive
firepower as well. He also mentioned that the team is going
to compete with all they have
moving forward.
The pressure of the season
on the line can be a difficult

BASEBALL
5/3 IWU 7 pm
5/4 TBA
5/6 TBA
5/7 TBA
5/8 TBA

MEN’S TRACK & FIELD
5/3 CL Championship (A) 11 am
5/9 N.C.C. Invitational (A) 5 pm
Photograph provided by Taylor University

Senior Wyatt Whitman and sophomore Jonathan Foster celebrate during a game.

obstacle to overcome. The Trojans seem to be ready for the
challenge and excited for the
opportunity to compete.
“Our expectation is to win,”
Kennedy said. “We have the
talent to accomplish it, but we
must compete at a high level

every game if we want to win
the tournament.”
Junior pitcher Mitch Ubelhor
also said that the team feels
like their best baseball is yet
to be played and they know
they have a good shot to win
the tournament.

“It has been an up and down
season this year but we have
stuck together and grown closer
with each other,” Ubelhor said.
“We need to continue to play the
best baseball that we all know
we are capable of.”
echo@taylor.edu

Hannah Castor

5/9 N.C.C. Invitational (A) 5 pm

SOFTBALL
5/3 IWU (A) 5 pm
5/4 TBA (A)
5/6 TBA (A)

WOMEN’S TRACK & FIELD
5/3 CL Championship (A) 11 am
5/9 N.C.C. Invitational (A) 5 pm
5/9 N.C.C. Invitational (A) 5 pm

Grant Gerig
LACROSSE

SOFTBALL

Scoreboard
Results from
T aylor Athletics

Athletes

Baseball
4/27 Saint Francis

Men’s Golf

4/29 CL Championship
4/30 CL Championship

Senior

W 5-1

North Vernon, IN

1st of 9
1st of 9

Biology

Softball
4/27 MVNU
4/27 MVNU
5/1 Goshen

Right Field

W 4-0
W 7-4
W 8-3

Ashton Whitman
979 S. Main St., Upland, IN • www.ivanhoes.info • (765) 998-7261

Sunflower

of the

Week

Year

Sophomore

Hometown

Fishers, IN

Major

Elementary Education

Position

Midfield

Funniest Teammate

Jeff Kaz

Favorite Pregame Song

Old Town Road
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